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We study fractal vesicle aggregates whose morphology is conditioned by the interaction between the lipid
vesicle membranes and calcium and magnesium ions. These morphologies are probed by means of static light
scattering using a cross-correlation scheme that avoids the multiple intracluster scattering. In contrast to the
branched structures induced by calcium, we report a singular surface- to mass-fractal transition controlled by
the magnesium concentration. From infrared spectroscopy data we conclude that the specific dehydration of the
lipid membranes due to these cations plays an essential role in short-range intervesicle interactions.
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Lipid-divalent cation interactions have a great relevance
in many biological processes. More specifically, the aggrega-
tion and fusion of lipid vesicles �liposomes� are intimately
related to the capability of some ions to bind to phospholipid
headgroups and form dehydrated intermembrane complexes
�1–5�. Unfortunately, this scenario is not well understood yet
since it depends intimately on the lipid-ion combination
�4,5�. However, an analysis based on the fractal morphology
of the clusters in aggregating liposome suspensions can en-
hance the comprehension of such interactions.

Fractal geometry offers helpful scaling concepts to char-
acterize the cluster morphology of aggregating systems. In
this formalism, many of the structures formed in colloid sys-
tems have been identified as mass fractals. Their mass M
scales with their radius R as M �Rdf �1�df �3� �6� and the
fractal dimension �df� depends strongly on the short-range
interparticle interactions. In particular, tenuous clusters
�1.75�df �2.1� have been reported in irreversible aggrega-
tion �7�, whereas dense cluster morphologies �even df �2.5�
have been observed when internal restructuring is allowed
�8,9�. In contrast to mass fractals, a second class of scaling
behavior has been described for uniform objects �df =3� lim-
ited by a fractal rough surface S that scales with the radius of
the object as S�Rds �2�ds�3� �10�. These objects are
known as surface fractals, and ds is their surface fractal
dimension. Although the first reports on them are far in time
�11�, these structures have been rarely documented since
then, perhaps due to the plausible misinterpretations of some
suspiciously high df values found in previous aggregation
experiments.

In this work, we investigate the connection between clus-
ter morphology and short-range interparticle interactions in
suspensions of aggregating liposomes in the presence of two
archetypal cations, calcium and magnesium �4�. In addition,
from static light scattering �SLS� measurements, we report
the first observation �as far as we know� of a transition from

surface fractal to mass fractal structures in a suspension of
aggregating vesicles. This morphological evolution is con-
trolled by the amount of magnesium added and presents a
final stable value of df appreciably larger than that corre-
sponding to a diffusion-limited cluster aggregation �DLCA�
regime, df =1.75, which was previously reported in the pres-
ence of calcium �12�. To avoid spurious values due to the
effect of multiple intracluster scattering �MIS� �13�, our mea-
sured fractal dimensions were determined by means of an
innovative treatment based on an experimental cross-
correlation scheme.

Our findings suggest that lipid-ion interactions are quite
different for these two divalent cations: A strong attraction
that retains the vesicles tightly bound and prevents internal
rearrangement resulting in branched structures �calcium�,
and a weak attraction that allows bond bending with the
consequent cluster compactification �magnesium�. Our study
and the proposal of these two different mechanisms are com-
pleted with the help of Fourier-transform infrared spectros-
copy �FTIR�. This analysis suggests that the hydration grade
of the lipid molecule in the presence of these two divalent
cations plays an essential role in the vesicles short-range in-
teraction and conditions the resulting cluster morphology.

Formally, if the aggregates of a suspension show a fractal
nature on length scales smaller than its mean radius R and
larger than its primary particle radius a, the structure factor
S�q�, determined through a SLS measurement, presents a
“power law” dependence on the magnitude of the scattering
vector q �14,15�,

S�q� � q−�;

� = df �mass fractals�, � = 6 − ds �surface fractals�
�1�

�R−1�q�a−1�. In the present work, our primary particles are
liposomes composed of pure bovine brain phosphatidylserine
�PS�. Their mean external radius, established from a hollow
sphere model via SLS measurements, was a=75 nm �relative*jcalleja@ugr.es
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standard deviation of 0.2�. This size and a unilamellar thick-
ness of 4.5 nm, contrasted by means of small angle x-ray
scattering, typify our liposomes as large unilamellar vesicles.

The light scattering experiments were performed with a
three-dimensional light scattering spectrometer with two in-
cident He-Ne laser beams ��=632.8 nm�, LS instruments
�Fribourg, Switzerland�. A digital correlator computes the
cross-correlation function of the registered scattered intensi-
ties, detected by two avalanche photodiodes, for which the
time-dependent contributions of multiple scattered photons
can be neglected. According to this design, and omitting
multiplicative factors, we adopted the determination of an
“effective” structure factor S*�q� given by �16�

S*�q� =��I1
a�q,t���I2

a�q,t��
�I1

0�q,t���I2
0�q,t��

	a�q�
	0�q�

, �2�

where �Ii
a�q , t�� is the total time-averaged intensity registered

by detector i for the aggregated sample for a fixed q value,
whereas �Ii

0�q , t�� is the intensity corresponding to a dilute
nonaggregated suspension. In the same way, 	system�q�
�system� �a ,0	� is the ratio of single and total scattered in-
tensities for a given system. Therefore, the function
	a�q� /	0�q� corrects the magnitude of the structure factor
due to the disturbance of multiple scattering �16�. Its experi-
mental access is


	a�q�
	0�q��2

=
g12

a �q,
 = 0� − 1

g12
0 �q,
 = 0� − 1

, �3�

where g12
system�q ,
�=

�I1
system�q,t�I2

system�q,t+
��
�I1

system�q,t���I2
system�q,t�� is the normalized

cross-correlation function of the registered intensities.
The aggregation processes were initiated by mixing the

appropriate salt solution, MgCl2, and the liposomes �sus-
pended in purified water� simultaneously into a cylindrical
scattering cell. The stationarity of the first cumulant of the
autocorrelation function of the intensity was verified via dy-
namic light scattering �DLS� for �MgCl2��4 mM. Beyond
this threshold aggregating concentration, all the examined
samples were prepared to have a final liposome volume frac-
tion of 0.1%, over the range 5–150 mM of magnesium. To
obtain a reliable determination of S*�q� for each electrolyte
concentration, the aggregation processes were stopped at dif-
ferent stadiums until a constant value for the fitting scattering
exponent � was reached �expressions �1� and �2��. The stops
were effective by diluting the evolving system below the
threshold aggregating salt concentration. At their final states,
the apparent mean hydrodynamic radius of the aggregates
exceeded 1.5 �m for all the samples. The reliability of the
fitting q range was tested by reproducing satisfactorily the
DLCA fractal dimension �df =1.75� obtained in our previous
study at 5 mM of calcium �12�. This diffusive regime also
had been proved from aggregation kinetics data obtained via
independent DLS measurements. The � exponents deter-
mined with this protocol at 25 °C for the considered
electrolyte-liposome samples are summarized in Fig. 1. A
clear tendency is revealed: The scattering exponents decrease
with increasing the magnesium concentration reaching a per-
manent value in the vicinity of 30 mM. However, these re-

sults deserve additional discussion concerning the a priori
not negligible effects of the aggregate polydispersity and
MIS on the measured � exponents.

Martin et al. �17� revealed �via DLS� that the regime of
polydispersity of an aggregation process can introduce a dis-
turbance on the � exponents. This disturbance can be con-
trasted through a strong q dependence of the apparent mean
translational diffusion coefficient Dt

app�q� of the cluster dis-
tribution, for qR�1. Our evaluations showed that the largest
relative deviation of Dt

app�q� within the q-range
�6�10−3 ,2.6�10−2� nm−1 was 30% ��Dt

app�qmax�
−Dt

app�qmin�� /Dt
app�qmin�0.3 at the most�. This moderate q

dependence suggests a weak regime of polydispersity, for
which an irrelevant effect on the scattering exponents is ex-
pected. In relation to the MIS �in a crude way� it will not
affect the � exponents if the ratio 	a�q� /	0�q� is constant on
q �expression �2��. The only suspension in which we found a
clear q dependence for 	a�q� /	0�q� was the 5 mM sample
�and very slightly at 7.5 mM�. The rest of the samples ex-
hibited an influence of MIS but as a common constant con-
tribution �	a�q� /	0�q�constant�1� over the explored q
range, not affecting significantly the values of the scattering
exponents. Figure 2 shows these tendencies for the 5, 7.5, 10,
30, and 100 mM samples. At low salt concentrations, the

FIG. 1. Effective structure factors for the different magnesium
concentrations. The experimental values �circles� result from ex-
pression �2�, whereas solid lines represent the theoretical fit accord-
ing to expression �1�. The absolute error associated with each slope
appears in parentheses and affects the last digits. Experimental
structure factor at 5 mM of CaCl2 �squares� �12�.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Experimental ratio 	a�q� /	0�q� from ex-
pression �3�. �MgCl2�: 5 mM �black circles�, 7.5 mM �magenta
squares�, 10 mM �blue triangles�, 30 mM �red diamonds�, and
100 mM �green pentagons�.
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MIS, accounted for by 	a�q� /	0�q�, presents a relative incre-
ment on q. If the MIS correction is not used, this effect takes
us to the mistaken conclusion that we are in presence of
rougher surfaces �e.g., �spurious�5 mM�=3.12 without MIS
correction�.

Accordingly, the power-law behaviors exhibited by S*�q�
for all the samples �Fig. 1� would correspond to well-
determined fractal morphologies. Certainly, the local vesicle
deformation due to bending elasticity forces �18� and the
nondispensable appearance of fusion should be considered,
however the power-law behaviors �even at qa−1� are con-
sistent with a nondistortion of the form factor of the primary
vesicles. Hence we interpret our results as a morphological
evolution of the fractal aggregates with �MgCl2�. Starting at
5 mM of magnesium, with ds=6−��5 mM�=2.540.08,
the resulting structures are included into the surface fractals
domain. The increasing roughness takes us to the mass frac-
tals domain ��MgCL2��15 mM, ��3� in which, finally, a
stable �and dense� ramification, df =2.6–2.7, remains over a
long range of electrolyte concentration �30� �MgCl2�
�150 mM�. Certainly, very few structures of biological in-
terest have been described previously by the notion of sur-
face fractal �19� since the existing works usually are con-
cerned with the study of the porosity of rough particles. For
instance, the pioneering results obtained by Keefer and
Schaefer �11� in a system of rough polycondensates of silica
show a clear analogy with our measured fractal dimensions,
even though they studied a significantly different system.

The results in the presence of magnesium are also con-
trasted in Fig. 1 with those reported in our previous study in
the presence of calcium, for which the lack of vesicle fusion
had been verified by means of fluorescence essays �12�. A
brief compendium of these morphological differences sug-
gests a simplified interaction picture. In our previous study,
two limiting irreversible regimes were documented in the
aggregation induced by calcium �12�: A slow regime �2.5
� �CaCl2��5 mM�, and a DLCA regime �5� �CaCl2�
�7 mM�. In both regimes, the energy of the bond between
two vesicles after sticking would be great enough to prevent
cluster compactification. It is the increase of the probability
of sticking with �CaCl2�, attributed to the reduction of a re-
sidual repulsive barrier at short distances, which established
in that case a range from 1.91 to 1.75 for the fractal dimen-
sion of the resulting structures. On the contrary, aggregation
induced by magnesium produces at any concentration very
dense clusters that cannot be explained without contemplat-
ing restructuring effects and, consequently, a weak bond be-
tween two bound vesicles. In this situation, the origin of the
morphological evolution between 5 and 30 mM can be un-
derstood by the strengthening of this bond with �MgCl2�.
Indeed, in the case of a weak bond, a vesicle will be fixed on
the surface of a structure if the number of bonds with its
nearest neighbors is high. As the bond becomes stronger, the
number of them necessary to fix a vesicle will decrease, in-
creasing the ramification of the structure. This process is
detained when the cluster ramification remains stable.

This scenario cannot be discussed by appealing to a sta-
bilization model based only on a Coulombic repulsive inter-
action. Accordingly, several authors have pointed out the de-
hydration effect of the lipid headgroups exerted by metal

cations as a fundamental mechanism in aggregation and fu-
sion processes in vesicle suspensions �20–22�. In this re-
spect, we used FTIR spectroscopy in order to investigate this
effect. Thus, we acquired FTIR spectra of our liposomes pre-
pared in D2O, containing the appropriate amount of the de-
sired cations, with a spectrometer �Mattson Polaris�. Each
spectrum was obtained at a resolution of 2 cm−1 using two
CaF2 windows with a spacer containing the sample. The final
intensity of the infrared absorption was quantified subtract-
ing the spectra of the corresponding solvent acquired under
the same conditions. We focused our attention on the stretch-
ing band of the carbonyl ester, which has proved to be very
sensitive to the amount of water bounded to the phospholipid
molecule, i.e., to the hydration grade �23�. This stretching
band presents a fine structure composed by minor bands cor-
responding to the hydrated and nonhydrated carbonyl ester
groups. We analyzed the contribution of the nonhydrated car-
bonyl band to this multicomponent band quantifying its rela-
tive area after Fourier deconvolution. Our results showed
that, when CaCl2 was added to the aqueous medium, there
was an increase of the area of the nonhydrated carbonyl
band, which showed no significant shift of its maximum at
any salt concentration assayed. At 2.5 mM of CaCl2 this
band had an area 16% larger than that in pure D2O. A plateau
was reached at 5 mM of CaCl2, being the area, in this case,
62% higher than that in D2O �discontinuous lines in Fig. 3�.
Consequently, no further change occurs between 5 and
7 mM of CaCl2. On the other hand, equivalent essays were
performed in the presence of MgCl2 over the range
0–20 mM. In that case, the studied carbonyl peak showed no
significant change of the percentage area of its dehydrated
carbonyl band within the studied range.

Therefore, as the calcium concentration increases, the
progressive dehydration of the carbonyl group would be cor-
related with the reduction of the repulsive barrier at the slow
regime mentioned before. Then, we might assume that this
hydration grade which is coupled with the unscreened Cou-
lombic repulsion �at least at low calcium concentrations�,
would act as a repulsive barrier. In the case of magnesium,

FIG. 3. �Color online� FTIR spectra of carbonyl band of PS
liposomes. Continuous lines: Deconvolved spectra in presence of 0
�dark red�, 2.5 �medium green�, and 5 mM �light cyan� of CaCl2.
Discontinuous lines: Dehydrated component bands of the previous
spectra. The total areas are normalized.
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the internal dehydration of the lipid membrane associated to
the carbonyl group would not take place. Hence, this non-
suppressed hydration would reduce the depth of the energy
minimum and would increase the distance between two
bound vesicles, so cluster compactification is enhanced.
However, the fractal evolution and the later stabilization of
the fractal dimension in the presence of magnesium require
further investigations. In our opinion, a more exhaustive
study of the fine structure of the infrared absorption associ-
ated to the chemical groups of the phospholipid molecule in
the presence of this cation can throw some light on these
questions. In any case, our observations, supported on the
analysis of the spectra of the lipid headgroups, may be con-
sistent with a model based on the addition of Coulombic and
hydration repulsions, together with van der Waals attraction,
as that presented by Ohki and Arnold �4�.

In conclusion, our morphological analysis of vesicle ag-
gregates together with FTIR data suggest that the specific

dehydration of the lipid membranes induced by different cat-
ions should be considered as an essential element in the
short-range intervesicle interaction. As a result of the hydra-
tion repulsive interaction, a variety of fractal vesicle struc-
tures scarcely present in colloid systems emerges: surface
fractals. From light scattering experiments performed by
means of a cross-correlation technique, we have found a
rarely reported surface- to mass-fractal transition of liposome
aggregates, which is controlled by the magnesium concentra-
tion. This contrasts with the classical mass-fractal structures
induced by calcium.
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